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B R A D E V A N S
Introduction: 
Rethinking the Disciplinary Confluence 
of Anthropology and Literary Studies
IT MAY WELL BE THAT the disciplinary confluence of literary studies and anthro-
pology is over—over, at least, in the way it has been understood since, as the story
goes, Stephen Greenblatt came to the realization that when Clifford Geertz
argued for interpreting culture as if it were a text, he opened the door to inter-
preting literature as if it were culture in the anthropological sense. For at the cen-
ter of that confluence was a shared emphasis on and critique of the concept of
culture—an emphasis shared not just between these two fields but also across the
academy, as witnessed by what has come to be called “the cultural turn.” That
emphasis has given way to new circumstances grouped under the agenda-setting
rubric of the global and involving a process that culture often feels inadequate to
describe—namely, that of circulation.1
Though it is not often remembered, circulation had been central to the emer-
gence of culture in the early twentieth century as the de facto conceptual appara-
tus with which to think through both academic and political radicalism. When the
anthropologist Franz Boas and populist cultural critics like Horace Kallen and
Randolph Bourne began using culture to describe a relativist, pluralist position in
the 1910s, circulation was clearly on their minds. For Boas, it was known as the
problem of “dissemination,” a process with strong antievolutionary implications
involved in tracking the movement of cultural elements across social and racial
boundaries; and, for the early cultural pluralists, it involved imagining a more
 capacious understanding of national citizenship with which to oppose  anti-
immigration rhetoric that had coalesced around the notion of the “melting pot.”2
However, in the classical, modernist sense in which it rose to prominence, culture
was conceptualized not as a process but as a thing—complex and whole. And it
was just the thing that was missing from both modern society and leftist political
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critique. It was the thing that might have kept Elsie’s “pure products” from going
crazy, as suggested in a roundabout way in William Carlos Williams’s period-
defining poem; the thing that made coming of age in Samoa so much more sensi-
ble than doing the same in the West, according to the analysis of Margaret Mead;
and the thing that could make Marxism speak to both consumption and aesthetic
theory in the work of Walter Benjamin.3 But after the postmodernist critique of
culture for being precisely that, a complex whole thing, artificially bounded in
space and irrevocably tied up with essentializing ideologies of race and national-
ism—and especially as a result of the elevated significance since the end of the cold
war of extra-national networks that have enabled the global diffusion of trade and
terrorism, both of which have challenged such principles held to be central to plu-
ralism as cultural diversity and liberal tolerance—culture may no longer feel con-
ceptually adequate for the task at hand.4 The version of cultural pluralism that had
propelled the cultural turn during much of the twentieth century is hard put to
encompass or make sense of the penetrating, worldwide circulation we see
today—the vast and fragmenting circulation of commodities, incommensurable
religious beliefs, people of vastly different economic resources, options on corpo-
rate risk and national debts, illicit weapons and occupying armies, Web content
and computer codes, and infectious diseases.
And so we find ourselves in a new and undocumented place, where we might
be led to wonder if the particular manifestation of inquiry marked by the discipli-
nary confluence of anthropology and literary studies has a future. In the recent
past that confluence was itself motivated by a significant turn in the political land-
scape of the academy corresponding to the cultural movements of 1960s, and it
had at its core the conceptual refiguration of each field’s disciplinary object in the
other’s image. Literary studies reconnected with a more populist and racially
inclusive social history by revitalizing the cultural contexts and constructedness
of its canon; but more than that, it refigured the very idea of what literature was,
such that literature was able not merely to represent cultures, but also to be repre-
sentative of them—as if an object of ethnography. Similarly, anthropology came to
terms with its manifest implication in colonial and cold-war policies by rethink-
ing its claims to scientific disinterestedness and objectivity; and it, too, reconcep-
tualized culture in terms of epistemological systems and ethnography in terms of
writing—as if both its core concept and core disciplinary practice were available
as objects of literary analysis. It is surely testament to the interchangeability of dis-
ciplinary objects that many began to get the sneaking suspicion that anthropology
had become part of the humanities in the 1990s, or as Marshall Sahlins put it, that
it had been transformed into the “working class of the Cultural Studies move-
ment.”5 But now the disciplinary confluence produced around this particular con-
figuration of the art-culture matrix has been replaced by a different kind of
interdisciplinary ferment, and one might go so far as to argue that art and culture
have become things that once again need to be thought apart.
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A quick keyword survey can help us get a feel for the new disciplinary ter-
rain. The American Studies Association (ASA) is one place where the disciplinary
confluence had been felt quite profoundly, and, as such, offers a telling example
of the shift. Although ASA annual conference titles cannot cover everything going
on in the field, the consistency with which they have set a transnational and trans -
hemispheric agenda since 1998 is striking: “American Studies and the Question
of Empire” (1998), “American Studies in the World” (2000), “The Local and the
Global” (2002), “Crossroads of Cultures” (2004), “The United States from Inside
and Out: Transnational American Studies” (2006), “America Aqui: Transhemi-
spheric Visions and Community Connections” (2007). That there has been a par-
adigm shift is perhaps most evident in the turn from critique of a methodology to
what amounts, in effect, to a new methodology—in the turn from the critique of
a concept to a new concept, from the critique of cultures to the embrace of a global
American Studies.
In the 2007 ASA conference schedule, the word “culture” appeared in twenty-
nine session titles, and perhaps what was most interesting was the predominance
of its use in the singular—not “cultures” but simply “culture”—which indicates just
this shying away from the disciplinary nexus with the anthropological. In these
panel titles, “culture” generally signified a category of humanistic production. And
so there were session titles containing “print culture,” “literary culture,” “vernacu-
lar culture,” and “material culture,” each once; “public culture” in two session titles;
“popular culture” in three session titles; and “visual culture” in six session titles. The
formulation “literature and culture” or “history and culture” appeared as the
dependent clause in three session titles, and in each instance the formulation com-
plemented a specific community that was the session’s main focus. So one got “U.S.
Latino/a Literature and Culture,” “African American History and Culture,” “Early
Twentieth-Century U.S. Literature and Culture.” But the fact that these cultures
were coupled with history or literature would seem to draw an equivalency
between them. Culture was being used not to demarcate a population, but rather
to indicate a category of humanistic production.
Of the twenty-nine sessions, there were only five in which culture had an
anthropological bearing. In three of these five, “culture” was pluralized but
referred to a pattern of discourse, not to a group. The formulation of the title was
the same in all three of these. They were set up as “cultures of x”—specifically,
“cultures of militarization,” “cultures of the academy,” and “cultures of  re-
enactment.” The point was to demarcate not groups but a system of meaning,
and, frankly, it is not clear that pluralizing the word meant much more than the
perpetuation of an academic trend.
Only twice out of twenty-nine possible sessions did that old bugaboo of
“American culture” show up. That really says something about paradigm shift not
only since the 1980s, but also from the “myth and symbol” era of American
 Studies. In the first one, the full title was “Aura—Trace—Destination: Home and
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Homelessness as Key Imaginaries of American Culture.” This one was particularly
interesting because it was organized by Laura Bieger of the JFK Institut at the Freie
Universität Berlin in Germany, and had two other German scholars presenting.
Given the push of the ASA to form research partnerships outside of the States, it
seems interesting that only from abroad might one be willing to make generaliza-
tions on the subject of “American culture.” The second panel was equally inter-
esting, in that it posed a question about “The Amish in American Culture”—a
panel organized in response to the Nickel Mines tragedy in Pennsylvania in 2006.
Given that all the panelists were themselves from institutions in rural Pennsylva-
nia, it is interesting to think through their use of the culture concept as also being,
in effect, one in which outside and inside positionality were key.
At any rate, what seems clear is that the shift of the disciplinary object toward
problems of a global scale has had its effect: problems issuing from the theoreti-
cal conceptualization and critique of culture in the anthropological sense are no
longer setting the agenda at these meetings. And note that it is not just the ASA.
The same holds for the Modern Language Association, which in 2007 had
twenty-seven conference panels whose titles included the word “culture,” all of
them in the singular. Of these, seven seemed to refer to an anthropological idea,
including one instance of African American culture, one modern Spanish cul-
ture, one Victorian culture, one containment culture, and three German cultures.
What is more, these last three on German culture, actually a three-part series
sharing the same title, were interesting for coupling German culture with “polit-
ical violence,” which, if you also add the “containment culture” panel, gives four
out of seven instances where the anthropological concept carried a decidedly
negative connotation.
As for the American Anthropological Association (AAA), it seems fair to say
that their disciplinary enthusiasm for art was never quite the same as the human-
ists’ for culture, and yet their conference program for 2007 suggests a similar dis-
aggregation. At last year’s AAA convention, there were seventeen instances of the
word “culture” in panel titles, the vast majority featuring it in its traditional anthro-
pological sense. Only four broke the social-scientific conceptual mode, with two
instances each of “popular culture” and “material culture.” There were two panels
with “art” in their title, one of which reflected the MLA’s negative framing of anthro-
pological cultures by associating art with regressive power structures: “Power in
Practice: Constructing Inequalities through Art and Performance.” The Society for
Humanistic Anthropology ran a few panels on “writing,” but they were entirely
geared toward practice and not postmodern critique, as in “Writing Ethnography
for the General Public.” There were no panels with “literature” in the title—nor, for
that matter, were there any featuring “fiction,” “sculpture,” or “painting.”
One can debate whether the disciplinary disaggregation I am describing
here follows from the theoretical critique of culture and ethnography begun in
the 1960s, or whether it is more properly seen as a response to our current post-
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millennial crises that seem resolutely global in scope. From a historical perspec-
tive, what seems possible to say is that there were two distinct modes of interdis-
ciplinarity in the recent past, each of which had a different effect on the as yet
unresolved questions about how to refigure the disciplinary relation today.
First, there was the line that ran through Geertz to Stephen Greenblatt and new
historicism, which also ended up including much of the work collected more gen-
erally under the rubric of cultural studies, where literature settled into the episte-
mological field of culture to emerge as an object of ethnography.6 But there was also
a second wave beginning in the late 1980s that was oppositional in nature, focus-
ing less on the epistemological continuity of art and culture than on the critique of
culture as a concept capable of adequately describing the complexity of modern
life. This second wave was intimately tied to the politics of identity, followed in lit-
erary studies on the reformulation of the canon, and ultimately led to a spirit of cri-
tique epitomized by James Clifford’s The Predicament of Culture and widespread
discomfort with the popular rhetoric of multiculturalism. As I will suggest here,
this second wave depended less on Geertz than on George Stocking’s restoration of
the historical prominence of cultural pluralism in Boasian anthropology, which lit-
erary scholars came to see as being intertwined with their own recovery projects of
literary work, particularly in the American field.
The anthropologist Matti Bunzl has laid out a case along these same lines for
distinguishing between a first and second wave in the transformation of anthro-
pology during the last forty years.7 The interdiscipline would seem to follow the
same course. The first wave followed on the disciplinary crisis of the late 1960s,
when anthropology had been rocked by specific revelations about its involvement
in U.S. Defense Department research designed to put down revolutions in Latin
America, as well as by the posthumous publication of Bronislaw Malinowski’s
inflammatory fieldwork diary, which shattered the anthropological myth of the
“ethnographer’s magic”—the notion of the anthropologist as a benevolently disin-
terested observer. Laced with racist profanity and redolent of colonialist ennui, the
diary shook the field’s founding myths about representing “the native” from his
point of view, with a sympathetic and yet scientifically objective eye. For Bunzl, the
political reaction can be marked with works like the volume edited by Dell Hymes
in 1972, Reinventing Anthropology, and the epistemological reaction by the publica-
tion of articles by the likes of Bob Scholte and Johannes Fabian, which reasserted
“a disciplinary epistemology grounded in a submerged continental tradition.”8
It would seem to make perfect sense to slot Geertz and his admirers in liter-
ary studies into this spot. However, what now seems striking about literary criti-
cism’s response to this first phase in anthropology’s transformation was its seeming
indifference to this disciplinary crisis, which so clearly served as the backdrop to
Geertz’s epistemological turn. In Greenblatt and Catherine Gallagher’s recent
account of the emergence of new historicism, Geertz is celebrated for having
returned to literary study the “touch of the real,” but there is no mention of Geertz’s
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role in the disciplinary maelstrom that saw anthropological positivism crumbling
down around him. With new historicism there may have been an implicit critique
of the manner in which, in Greenblatt and Gallagher’s words, “lived life, at once
raw and subtle, coarse and complex . . . had been refined out of the most sophis-
ticated literary studies” (28). It would also seem to make sense that opening up the
literary canon would bring into focus arguments like Pierre Bordieu’s about pres-
tige and cultural capital. However, the current assessment of new historicism’s
politics tends to be in the other direction.9 What now seems striking about both
Geertz and Greenblatt is that despite the conceptual transformations manifest in
each, their preferred disciplinary objects remain unchanged—it is still all about
Bali and Shakespeare. Even as the crisis in anthropology shook that discipline’s
theoretical assumptions and radically transformed its political practice, literary
scholars following Geertz learned to pick up anthropological models, especially
the concept of culture as a system of signification, while not only remaining polit-
ically unscathed but actually pushing forward what many understood to be a rad-
ical theoretical agenda.
What Bunzl describes as the second wave in the transformation of anthro-
pology had the effect of drawing literary studies into the political turmoil. Cat-
alyzed by the publication in 1986 of Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of
Ethnography, this second wave redirected anthropology’s political critique at its
core conceptual and methodological foundations. At stake now was both the cul-
ture concept and the writing of ethnography, epitomized for Bunzl in Lila Abu-
Lughod’s polemic article arguing against future use of the culture concept,
“Writing Against Culture”—an article that appeared in a volume titled Recaptur-
ing Anthropology, which was itself telling of the way that the anthropological had
infiltrated, or, as in this volume’s estimation, been infiltrated by its interdisci-
plines. This second wave, initiated by theorists who were often not anthropolo-
gists at all, finally implicated the humanities alongside anthropology in a more
direct fashion. Surely the ubiquity of “the culture war” and widespread academic
discomfort with the popular rhetoric of multiculturalism can help us understand
the draw of this critique in the humanities. The onset of smorgasbord multicul-
turalism, a consumerist celebration of so-called diversity, seemed to trivialize the
kind of deeply scarred and thickly interwoven cultural borderlands most aca-
demic postmodernists were interested in delineating.10 But it also initiated a
push outward against the perceived conceptual limitations of culture as a con-
cept that could be used to make the humanities more inclusive in uncomplicated
ways. The idea of adding minority authors to literary anthologies, or even start-
ing all new anthologies around these pluralized “literatures” (for example, The
Norton Anthology of African American Literature, first published in 1997), took
shape around more involved thinking about the interpenetration and interde-
pendence of humanistic production generally. One needed to add African Amer-
ican literature to the canon, but more than that, one needed to understand that
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American literature and culture could not have taken shape without a previously
suppressed black presence.11 From here, a progressively and productively messy
picture emerged. Cultures became complex mongrels, crisscrossed by both
forced and voluntary migrations of populations, interlaced with shared and con-
tested cultural traditions, and peppered by the diffusion of material culture well
beyond national and linguistic borders. In place of “culture,” “diaspora” and “cos-
mopolitanism” became the new buzzwords, and circulation emerged as a kind of
antidote to culture’s conceptual stasis in place and time, such that one now spoke
instead of routes and flows.12 Under the rubric of such a reformulation, identify-
ing writing as having an “anthropological dimension,” be it in fiction or nonfic-
tion, became equivalent to leveling an insult, akin to saying that the work was
complicit in a project of colonial and racist objectification.13
It seems worth pausing for just a moment to consider how very different this
line of critique was from that described in the Geertz to Greenblatt trajectory, and
this to underline the fact that the disciplinary confluence between anthropology
and literary studies has always been but one particular manifestation of the larger
cultural turn happening both inside and outside the academy. In literature depart-
ments this particular aspect of the cultural turn was largely initiated by feminist
and African American scholars, who were themselves following on the tails of the
civil-rights-era reorganization and the reinvention of college campuses to reflect
and promote diversity. It also received a significant boost with the emergence of
postcolonial theory, itself tied quite obviously to decolonization movements. The
cultural turn in literary study, that is to say, did not follow merely from theoretical
concerns, but also tracked an institutional reorganization that itself reflects the
political moment at large. In this respect, the prior moment is very like our own,
where theoretical concerns are always taking much of their relevance from the
context of current events in the world outside the ivory towers.
That said, from within the intellectual arc of the disciplinary confluence
under examination here, this second wave often feels decidedly less Geertzian
than Boasian, less invested in a theoretical rethinking of culture as an epistemo-
logical system than in a recuperative salvage and pluralization of cultures that had
previously been overlooked. Judging from the pattern of citations to Boas, it was
Stocking’s publication in 1968 of Race, Culture, and Evolution and in 1974 of an
article titled “The Basic Assumptions of Boasian Anthropology” that can be put for-
ward as providing the most accurate anthropological catalyst to this movement.14
To take an example coming at the end of this first wave, one might turn to the
groundbreaking work done by Eric Sundquist in To Wake the Nations (1993), a text
that puts fiction and folklore to work in an attempt to imagine in ethnographic
terms the previously undocumented contours and impact of nineteenth-century
African American culture. While Geertz makes only the briefest of appearances in
a footnote in this text, Stocking’s version of Boas is both central and widespread.
In particular, Sundquist makes extensive use of Boas’s discussion of “alternating
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sounds”—the idea that sound is culturally conditioned, such that different cul-
tures might literally be tone-deaf to one another’s complexity—in elaborating not
only the cultural, but also the political significance of slave speech recorded in the
period’s representation of black folklore and song. This concept was one that
Stocking had turned to when first making the case for Boas’s significance to the
emergence of an antievolutionary, antiracist, pluralized concept of cultures.15
Along with a point about Boas’s argument with Smithsonian curator Otis Mason
over the arrangement of museum displays, alluding to alternating sounds has
become a way to shorthand the emergence of pluralist thought in American intel-
lectual history. And the point is pure Stocking.
At least four different kinds of consequences have followed on the human-
istic side of these waves. First, and perhaps most ironically, the interdisciplinary
turn actually seems to have derailed literary criticism’s anthropological objec-
tives, at least as those objectives are defined as the production of knowledge
about cultures other than one’s own. This effect was undoubtedly initiated by
Edward Said’s arguments concerning Orientalism, and it follows from Clifford
and Marcus’s second-wave textual critique of “writing anthropology.” But it had
also been logically implied by the literary uptake of Geertz’s reformulation of cul-
ture in terms of epistemology. Though much of the most interesting new histori-
cist criticism focused on the distinctions between what we might call different
genres of cultural texts, what Geertz made clear was that all such genres—be they
cockfights or performances of Shakespeare—were fictions of one sort or another.
This is what I meant before when commenting on how both fields refigured their
disciplinary objects in the other’s image. Art and culture became aggregates in
this system, as suggested bluntly in a line penned by Walter Benn Michaels in a
richly sustained monograph on American naturalism, where he argued that “the
only relation literature as such has to culture as such is that it is part of it.”16 Pur-
suing what we could think of as the Geertzian line to its logical endpoint,
Michaels in effect formalized the idea that one ought not merely read culture like
a book, but also read books as culture.
The problem, however, is the debilitating effect this formulation logically
imposes on our ability to read books for information about other cultures. For
once books are cast as just another part of a culture, they seem to lose their abil-
ity to say novel things about anything but themselves. As succinctly outlined by
the literary critic Ed White, “there emerges a streamlined hermeneutic sequence
moving from an initial privileging of comprehensive ethnography to a conse-
quent clarification of European discursive systems, concluding with an acknowl-
edgment of an indigenous presence that remains largely inaccessible.”17 Even
books written explicitly about other cultures come to represent little if anything
more than their own cultural delusions—and with one further consequence: not
only does literature prove to be a bad resource for understanding different cul-
tures, but literature departments become difficult places from which to even
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broach the topic. Indeed, what we see is further disaggregation in the humanities
itself, with splintering between ethnic studies programs and literature depart-
ments, or Native American Studies and American Studies. Within the current
structure of the academy, the insider-outsider positions decried by postmodern
theory nonetheless exert enormous practical pressure.18 The expansion of the
canon has completely transformed the way we conceptualize literary and histor-
ical fields, and yet we have to become all but dependent on first-person accounts
of cultural difference. We can only speak for ourselves.
Second, there has been a historical turn, with a number of scholars moving
out from Stocking’s initial studies to consider the cross-fertilization between the
humanities and anthropology from a broader and more literary perspective. As a
result of this work, such cross-fertilization has come to seem integral not only to
the intellectual history of the disciplines but also to the conceptual history of art
and culture.19 Nowhere is this seen more clearly than in the modernist period of
the 1920s and 1930s, when poets and anthropologists seemed to share the same
project with regard to the elucidation of authentic cultures. As pointed out by
Marc Manganaro, it should come as no surprise that Edward Sapir and T. S. Eliot
were publishing on similar topics in the same journal during this period, that
their interests in the culture concept were driven by similar concerns about the
fracturing of contemporary society, that they both found solutions in a notion of
wholeness most evident in premodern cultures, and even that they deployed
nearly identical metaphors when describing the vacuity of modern life—the
“telephone girl” in Sapir, the “typist” in Eliot.20 What studies like Manganaro’s
have made clear is that literary studies and anthropology have had a clear and
long-standing special relationship, particularly in the American context. They
both emerged in the late eighteenth century out of the same German-university
mold. They established themselves as disciplines in the U.S. academy at roughly
the same time in the late nineteenth century during a moment of great concep-
tual uncertainty about national and racial identity. And they cross-fertilized each
other throughout the twentieth century in a protracted debate about the mean-
ing and appropriate analytic apparatus for conceptualizing culture.
Third, increased attention to the process of circulation has led increasingly
to the understanding that art is often disarticulated from particular cultural
places and times. Generally speaking, it is clear that circulation can work as an
umbrella term across the disciplines, gaining prominence for defining not so
much a methodology as a process taken to be central to the long history of moder-
nity. As such, much of its generative power comes from the ease with which it
reenergizes any number of cross-disciplinary interests. Circulation is key to
explorations of migration, diaspora, globalization, and cosmopolitanism; to
interest in the exchange of commodities and the production, thereby, of new
structures of affiliation; to the effort of rethinking America in global terms; to new
geographies of the novel and art, including such notions as “world Anglophone”
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as a disciplinary substructure in literature; to the new prominence of networks
and system theory; and to a general return in many different disciplines to com-
parative approaches. It also seems fair to say that accompanying the sense of
urgency in attending to circulation as a matter global political significance there
is a piquant aesthetic and intellectual pleasure that comes from bringing to light
its strange, seemingly indeterminate, and frequently avant-garde workings.
What this move seems to offer in particular is a more flexible understanding of
how art and culture move—how they circulate not just in lockstep, but, more
often than not, in different geographical directions and across surprising jumps
in time.21 As such, it becomes far from self-evident to think of something like a
book as being “part of” a culture in any exclusive kind of way, for picking up a
book by Jonathan Franzen in an American classroom or bookstore is certainly no
less a “part of” the culture than picking up something by Chinua Achebe or J. M.
Coetzee, or seeing Beowulf in 3-D at the local multiplex.
Finally, driven in large measure by the challenges posed by current events,
there has been a push to figure humanistic interaction on grounds other than that
of cultural pluralism. One sees this to some extent in the historical return to Kant,
in the search for normative systems of value on which to base claims as to what is
right or wrong, and in renewed interest in theorizing religion and seculariza-
tion.22 In response to these pressures, humanist arguments with pluralism have
begun to be sifted through fields like psychology, sociology, philosophy, and
political theory instead of through cultural anthropology, and increasingly
through the conceptual apparatus of ideology instead of culture. The desire to
rediscover the grounds on which to evaluate belief systems—especially those
that might otherwise have fallen out of bounds in strictly pluralistic accounts of
multiculturalism—were already present before 2001, but they came to seem par-
ticularly obvious after Osama bin Laden was linked with the Taliban. That situa-
tion provided an extreme version of a test case for pluralism, of which there have
since been many others ranging from the infamous Danish cartoons to debates
about whether the French government was right to prohibit Muslim girls from
wearing head scarves to school. The test, of course, was just how much pluralism
could tolerate. The answers have moved in curious directions. One even suggests
that a return to a kind of normative version of human diversity may actually for-
tify the paradigmatic prominence of pluralism, even if it is far from clear that this
version of pluralism would be one that would similarly fortify the disciplinary
confluence of anthropology and literary studies. For example, Samuel Hunting-
ton’s widely discussed notion of a “clash of civilizations,” which explicitly sug-
gests a normative analytic framework, nonetheless reads like a strong version of
pluralism with little or no acknowledgment of the postmodernist critique.
On a theoretical level, what follows from all four of these moves is a series of
questions about not just the nature but the very existence of culture in the plu-
ralist sense. For one could take the critique of culture from the perspective of
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global interconnectivity, as described by the attention to circulation, and argue
that culture is not only an inadequate tool with which to describe the complex
heterogeneity of the global situation, but that cultures in the pluralist sense sim-
ply do not exist anymore, if they ever did. Perhaps if there are no firm borders,
there are no cultures, either. We face a similar problem in moving out from the
search for normative grounds. One could argue that different cultures exist and
that we need to find the grounds upon which to objectively discuss their relative
merits. But one could just as easily suggest that the possibility of rational discus-
sion precludes the existence of cultures, or, conversely, that the existence of a plu-
rality of cultures precludes the possibility of rational discussions across them.
What should be clear is that the answer to these questions is no less tangential to
the future direction of literary studies than to anthropology, for they significantly
determine how we define our disciplinary object. If literature is understood to be
a part of culture, reading literature is obviously going to point us to something
like cultural studies; however, if we are to say that culture no longer exists as we
knew it, then not only will our understanding of contemporary literature change,
but so too will our relations to literature from other places and other times.
The essays in this volume all take up issues raised by the changing circumstances
of disciplinary paradigms and agendas. In both Eleanor Kaufman’s lively account
of theoretical abstraction cum joyful desire in Claude Lévi-Strauss and Gilles
Deleuze, and in Richard van Oort’s contentious argument about how the aesthetic
ought best be understood as a kind of originary anthropological category, the his-
torical imperative to read the disciplines side by side returns to the fore. But they
do so with a twist. For in both pieces, anthropology serves for the authors as an
invitation to return to theory, not to what Greenblatt had identified as “the touch
of the real.” Kaufman’s article takes us for a romp along the thin line dividing for-
malism, structuralism, and poststructuralism, and in so doing draws our attention
back to conceptual categories through which the humanities have registered their
long-standing fondness for the inhuman. In her reading, anthropology may have
served as a device meant to recall theoretical abstraction back to the concrete realm
of human life and interaction, and yet as manifested reluctantly in Lévi-Strauss
and exultantly in Deleuze, what one finds instead is an anthropology of the inhu-
man (of the structure, the series, or the repetition) that leads to “the affirmation of
joy in landing upon the structure itself.” In this register, what distinguishes struc-
turalism from poststructuralism is the degree to which the human desire for the
inhuman in theory is embraced. Like other essays in this issue, this conceptual
affirmation revitalizes a genealogical line of affiliation between the disciplines that
is different from the one that had led through Geertz, which might be taken in
broad terms as a sign of the new conceptual alignments.
Van Oort’s piece pushes for a more polemical end—namely, the recuperation
of a particular notion of the humanities with which to contravene what he takes
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to be the encroaching influence of the biological sciences. What makes it inter-
esting, in my opinion, is the attention it draws to what we might think of as
another possibility for interdisciplinary redefinition. In an age of the human
genome project, what literary theorists and cultural anthropologists have to say
on what they take to be their traditional areas of expertise could easily be over-
shadowed by newsworthy discoveries in the same areas by the sciences. It seems
clear, for example, that the standard move of defining race as a “social construct”
will need a certain amount of retooling, given the ability of geneticists to accu-
rately pinpoint what they call “self-identified race and ethnicity.”23 Van Oort’s line
of response is to restage what he takes to be the original disciplinary split between
the hard sciences and the humanities. He suggests that while scientific fields like
evolutionary psychology, cognitive linguistics, and primatology look to explain
the intrinsic structure of the world defined as objects separable from the human
subject, the humanities ought to take as their focus the symbolic constructions
exemplified by theoretical criticism. Divesting anthropology of at least one of its
four fields in a curious gambit at the opening of the article about chimpanzees not
using culture (they may learn to use tools, but they lack the self-referentiality to
understand such tool use in symbolic terms), van Oort casts the object of human-
istic criticism as the “anthropological” construction of human thought manifest
in the study of language and aesthetics. To some extent, this elevation of the sym-
bolic construction is not altogether unlike what Kaufman describes when writ-
ing on the joy of abstraction in Lévi-Strauss and Deleuze, though van Oort gives
such abstraction a very different valuation by insisting that it is not inhuman but
the very essence human. And yet a larger point might simply be that if the disci-
plinary confluence of literary studies and anthropology seems to have unraveled
because of the postmodern critique of the culture concept and the new global
agenda, then pressures from other disciplines may actually make it likely for the
disciplines to find common cause elsewhere.
Michael Elliott’s essay takes up the problem of circulation most directly, and
this through a discussion of temporality in both the novel and ethnographic non-
fiction. Circulation in this instance has to do more with time than geography—
with the movement of texts over time and, more specifically, with the movement
of different rhetorical modes of representation defined by their temporality
within particular texts. In doing so, he returns to one of the foundational episte-
mological critiques of anthropology, Johannes Fabian’s Time and the Other
(1983), in order to think through the relationship between writing and cultures
in rather different terms. He brings to ethnographic fiction and nonfiction a lit-
erary critic’s eye for competing temporal schemes in a single work. Eliot’s exam-
ples range from Frederick Douglass’s attempt to describe his mother by way of
referencing an image of the Egyptian pharaoh Ramses II that had appeared in
James Cowles Prichard’s Natural History of Man (1843), to Lewis Henry Morgan’s
account of the supposedly timeless religious practices of the Iroquois that
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nonetheless features the image of George Washington “in the solitary enjoyment
of [his] . . . celestial residence prepared by the Great Spirit.” In such examples one
sees what James Clifford had termed the “ethnographic present”—the classic
modernist mode of writing about other cultures in a timeless present tense, as if
they were permanently living in a moment just before contact—juxtaposed
against a more linear, historical mode of writing time.24 Or to put it somewhat
differently, what one sees is the circulation within individual texts of different
genres having unique temporal modalities. Eliott considers what he finds in the
heterogeneous and conflicting temporalities of the fiction and ethnography to be
actually a “residue of coevalness,” and not merely what Fabian would have rec-
ognized as its denial. His point, however, is not so much to contravene Fabian as
to flag how curious a thing it is to pin down ethnographic meaning in texts that
are themselves moving through space and time. Prichard’s “natural history” of
Egypt feels quite different when mobilized by Douglass; and this kind of mobi-
lization seems endemic to the material culture of writing once unhinged from its
historical point of production.
The final essay in this series, Vincent Pecora’s important analysis of the shift
in the conceptualization of culture that has corresponded to the end of the cold
war and the global assertion of religious fundamentalism, has significant impli-
cations not only for the disciplinary confluence discussed throughout this vol-
ume, but also for the very viability of culture as an analytic paradigm. Whereas
the general tendency may be to think that we are now somehow “beyond” cul-
ture—either theoretically by way of the need to purge our conceptual apparatus
of its essentialist biases, or practically by way of reckoning with a globalized
world in which the extent and penetration of connections between peoples
makes the notion of distinct cultures an anachronism—Pecora actually draws us
back to the idea that we are only now fully coming to terms with what it would
mean to take culture in its pluralistic sense seriously. His argument, passing again
through Geertz but beginning more fundamentally with Emile Durkheim, sug-
gests that what characterized the prominence of the culture concept in the twen-
tieth century was the notion that we were all playing a theatrical part in the
symbolic organization of our everyday lives, that our group life was literally a
social drama. But in the post–cold war environment defined for the worse by
9/11, there has been a very clear move made by certain theorists to redefine cul-
ture not as theater but as belief. Looking in particular at recent work by Talal
Asad, Gauri Viswanathan, and Akeel Bilgrami, Pecora notes how religious belief
has come to be understood as having an intellectual substance and significance
that is woven into the very fabric of cultures without theatrical irony or symbolic
double meaning. It is as if, with the West actually rendered precarious by other
cultures for the first time since the end of the cold war, we may have become
prone to understanding pluralism in fundamentally literal ways, without “the
touch of the literary.” If Pecora is right, then another way of thinking about what
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has happened to the disciplinary confluence of anthropology and literary stud-
ies is in terms of the disaggregation of their disciplinary objects. Whereas the dis-
ciplinary confluence previously had taken shape around the formulation of art
and culture as parts of a common epistemological field, the disciplines’ new
global agenda now appears to have found a great deal of analytic purchase in
ascribing to each of these things different tasks and values.
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